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1) Balance Sheet 

 

2) Performance

 

 

As is evident from above, CSG is currently a buy up until a share price of R2.00 

Our valuation beyond this point will be to satisfy any other criteria we would want CSG to 

justify. We’re also able to accommodate more risk as should anything go wrong in this 

company, they are in a position to pay off their short liabilities (current liabilities) and their 

long term liabilities. 

As I analyse each company I want you to note how beyond this point I pick and choose what 

I choose to take into account. This is because different companies have different points of 

interest and I have already satisfied myself that the company is safe enough for me. 

All the material above and below is obtained from the Integrated Report which is available 

on the company website under Investor Relations. 

Here goes:  

Knock Knock. An age old joke, an entre really used to breach a topic that needs a somewhat 

dramatic entry. Well, not so much for this company except it is a little number we’re all 

expecting to finally be noticed. 



 

I thought I’d use this no frills business to introduce what is known as the scope of the 

integrated report. 

The scope of the integrated report tells you what the company wishes to communicate to all 

its stakeholders. Kind of like a trailer to a movie. 

The Disclaimer is there largely to state that though make estimates of the future, they, like 

you and I, cannot guarantee it. Of interest for me normally is the Assurances. This section 

explains who are the “experts” that were involved in independently verifying some of the 

information that may influence my decisions. Normally this would include special areas such 

as law or engineering and ofcourse finance through auditing. The last and important part is 

the approval of the integrated report.  Normally by the board it would indicate that they 

take responsibility for information published in this document.  



Simply put, CSG Holdings has decided to be your staffing solutions partner. And not just in 

any field, the more specialised fields where it is difficult to just get someone to quickly do a 

job. They focus on the entire suite of staff from the actual employees, to facility 

management and finally security services. The basically want to guard your gate, maintain 

your  building and welcome your clients. 



As can be evidenced above, as a recruiter nad provider of staffing solutions CSG can be 

found right throughout the country. They’re in all the important nodes in the country as well 

a the spaces in between. 



As is hopefully evident from above, they, make money by taking responsibility for your 

hiring. They offer temporary personnel, permanent personal, integrated payroll 

management, outsourcing, pest control events management, catering services, specialised 

industrial cleaning (ie mines and hospitals), setting up of mining conveyor services (like an 

assembly line) etc etc. You name the job they have the skilled personnel to do it. 

 



Is it working?  

They have a market cap of R670 odd million and Revenue of, wait for it, R 1,7 bn!! They have 

grown revenue over the last  years at a compounded annual growth rate of 18.8%. Meaning 

they’ve doubled in size over the last 5 years. They pay a dividend of 25% of their earnings 

which at 5 cent dividend on a share price of R1.20 is a healthy 4.16%. This has held for the 

past four years. 

”The Staffing Solutions division includes the provision of temporary outsourced personnel, 

permanent placements, time keeping, payroll services, human resource services and 

industrial relations services. Our clients value the tailormade solutions, close relationships, 

industry expertise and service excellence we offer. Our vertical market approach to 

recruitment and our superior market knowledge are key differentiators, which position us to 



assist our clients in meeting their transformation challenges in an exceptional turnaround 

time. We provide a sound, legal, financial, administrative and personnel recruitment and 

management infrastructure with a proven track record.  

The Facilities Management division includes managing staff restaurants and supplying meals 

to students, patients in hospitals, corporate head offices, mines and construction sites, 

while specialised cleaning is performed in the hospitality and healthcare industries. It also 

includes remote site accommodation, (village) construction and operation, and 

management services.  

Since late 2015, our strategic focus to grow outside staffing solutions into service delivery 

that is more technology based, resulted in CSG providing a full suite of integrated security 

services to both residential and commercial clients as part of our Facilities Management 

division. With the latest acquisitions of Stallion Reaction and Revert Risk Management 

Solutions, our security services will be grouped together under “alarm monitoring and 

armed response” and “specialised security and risk services”. Stallion Reaction added 

substance to our alarm monitoring and armed response unit while Revert will be included 

under our specialised security and risk services. These acquisitions support our strategy to 

introduce security services as our third division.  

The Industrial and Mining Services division currently includes plant cleaning, factory 

cleaning, industrial site, equipment hire, mining construction on a contracting basis to 

clients. With effect from 1 April 2017 the conveyor systems, installation and maintenance 

will transfer to the Facilities Management division, while the outsourced services on a 

contracting basis will transfer to our Staffing Solutions division. The safety surveillance and 

access control provided by Safety Adherence Technology will remain in the security 

division.” Copy and paste from their website. 



A great of the business has grown from running a good old fashioned business of honoring 

contracts, focussing on the aspects of their business that they can control (instead of being 

quasi political commentators) and making strategic acquisitions that align with the vision of 

the business. The business has effortlessly grown from 1 division to 2 and in the current year 

has established a third division that will add tremendously to revenue as well. The business 

is very well diversified and not too reliant on any 1 division or source of revenue. CSG prides 

itself of partnering big business and solving their staffing, outsourcing and security needs. It 

intends to enter the service delivery space via technology thus ensuring they create a 

barrier to entry that should help them grow uninterrupted. 

Note that the business likes to invest in businesses that are not capital intensive. the group 

is interested largely in technology led companies that deliver shareholder value. Watch this 



space. Have a look at this company (wordy annual report) and let me know if you think I 

undersold it. 

 

  


